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About This Game

Close the Window
You just installed the new OS, called Ruindows. It worked well for a week but suddenly some erros related to this version

started to popping up on screen, you need to close these errors before it's too late!
Every time you click on 'start' there's a slight chance to invoke the farm mode!

It features:

1. Upgrades
2. Various errors appearing on screen

3. Farm Mode
4. Cool SFX's

How to play:

Use your left mouse button to click on the windows and close them, use the upgrade points to spend on the upgrades!
During the gameplay, press space when the time comes to use your super closing window power and destroy all the errors!!

You can pause the game any time by pressing the escape key.

Observation:
Steam Trading Cards will be available once the game sells a bunch of copies, so please, help!
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A perfect intellectual game! Depicts the epoch very good, Absolutely necessary to read the manual, though.. Many reviewers
call Deep Sky Dereicts "Darkest Dungeon in space". These reviewers are all wrong.
DSD and DD share the same genre, they kind of resemble each other visually, but they have very little in common gameplay-
wise. DD is a sadistically hard, moody, unmercifully long game designed to make the player be very careful, because any
mistake (or just a bad dice roll) could mean total party kill. DD, on the other hand, is short, entertaining, and pretty easy.
Cleaning the derelicts feels like a routine work, not an expedition to hell's maw. You can hire additional party members, but the
achievement for doing so is one of the rarest, because you don't need to: without permadeath, you're likely to end the game with
the same party you start it with.
The mood is different too: while DD was a horror story, dealing with both cosmic existential dread and moment-to-moment
visceral fear, DSD feels like it came from the pages of a pulp magazine called something like "Astounding Stories of Super-
Science".
DD and DSD are booth good games, each with its own strong and weak sides. DSD is unlikely to enjoy the cult status of DD,
but it can give you a couple of entertaining evenings.. Dont let the cute innocent look of this game fool you, its not easy. A
number of puzzles are actually quite challenging. You should also be aware its a game that uses an energy bar so you have
limited turns during the bar's lifespan. Style of game is similar to Bejewelled

Does NOT require a single purchase to play or get all achievements IF you have the patience and use your energy wisely each
day. Purchases just make the game faster\/easier. Your choice in the end.. Great & fun game that deserves a waaaay bigger
playerbase :). Tea jokes were made...
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Enjoyed it. Its a shootem'up with an upgrade system built into it for inbetween levels.
Found the difficulty enjoyable.. Developer whent back on his word, he said he would not add achievements that required DLC
purchase, and then did.
Lets all take this as a learning experience.. 5\/10 not enough content only 1 story that takes 35 minutes to beat

. I really love this game, there's so much detail! But Ill be honest one thing that greatly dissapointed me was that I cant groom or
ride the horses myself. :( I run this place 24\/7 and I get to watch strangers ride my horses?! I had to spend a bunch of money to
run this horse farm, my horse farm!!! But I cant ride or groom or my own horses?! WTF?! Sorry but that was kind of the
mayjor highlight of buying this game. :( Really disapointed, would have been a perfect horse game otherwise. <\/3. Engaging
puzzles, structured into bite sized pieces. Easy to jump into, with multiple progression paths available, leading to satisfying brain
teasers. Symbiotic audio provides a melodic reward as the player progresses through each of the puzzles. The game
doesn\u2019t attempt too much, instead executes well on the core gameplay mechanics. Well worth checking out.
. I played this game in my fds home using his account so it should shows 0 hour

pros
- fun
- relaxing
- suitable for all ages
- good balance between puzzle diffculty and experinces

cons
- no checkpoint in each level
- the 1st and 2nd level seems too short, in those level there are many items

advice:
- if there 2 player ccok completion who cook more good food or bad food
- trap that can turn others into ice
- female character. Pros
- Decent profile backgrounds from leveling up badge
- Puzzle game that requires critical thinking
- Change settings, grids\/ difficulty ect benefits play

Cons
- Literally bootleg 2048 mobile app
- Not worth the money
- Lose interest within hours of gameplay

Ideas for the developer
- Try adding a 3-D shape grid
- Is that the only soundtrack you have that repeats itself
- Adding perks\/ abilities that can give you the chance to redo-turns or clear lines
- Multiplayer?

My score 3\/10

. A really well polished game, the details are astounding.
DM, TDM and S&D (with conquest on it's way) works for all sorts of crowds.

In my eyes, in terms of gameplay, it's in the middle of Pavlov and Onward.
Opening doors slowly, your teammate rolls in a grenade while another teammate covers the perimeter.
Epic stuff.

The player base is no problem if you just join the discord and get a few guys with you.
Steady growing community with enthusiastic devs.
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